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Q: Why should all districts, even those that are “high-performing,” use one of the
state-approved early literacy programs?

A: Early literacy is the foundational skill of a student’s academic career, so we have to get it
right. The reality, however, is that not many districts do yet. The most recently available
standardized assessment data shows that there are only three districts in the entire state in
which at least 80% of third graders met or exceeded expectations in English Language Arts.
Statewide, only 46.7% of third graders meet this benchmark.1

Though some of this is not currently tracked by the state, we also know that many of the state’s
higher-performing and well-resourced districts have:

● Overenrolled tiered support services pulling students out of class for extra help;
● Parents paying for costly out-of-pocket tutoring;
● Students who leave the districts for private schools with structured literacy programs if

they are struggling;
● Rising budget expenditures for required student outplacement; as well as
● High special education costs that are growing year over year.

These extra tools and resources both mask problems with the current programs and create
avoidable inequities for students whose families cannot privately compensate for curricular
deficits.

Q: If a district wants to maintain a Balanced Literacy core program and enhance it with a
phonics-based supplement, does that meet the requirements of the “Right to Read”
legislation? Will it be effective for enough students?

A: Probably not. The Balanced Literacy approach relies on a "cuing" method that gives students
prompts and encourages both guessing and memorizing—using pictures and the first letters of
words. Literacy scholars and cognitive scientists have identified these as the strategies of poor
readers, and using them for the base-level reading instruction creates bad reading habits that
harm many students over the long-term. Balanced Literacy also uses a system of evaluation
that heavily relies on memorization, making it very difficult to determine student progress.

1 2022 Smarter Balanced Assessment Results for Grade Three, % of Students at Levels 3 or 4.



Adding phonics or phonemic awareness to a core program that is based on Balanced Literacy
might help some students, but will be confusing for many young learners who are unsure of
what strategies actually work. Layering two incongruous models is also inconsistent for
teachers and financially wasteful for districts.

Q: Will the state be able to help districts fund the purchase of new programs and train
educators in the districts?

A: When passed in 2021, the Right to Read Legislation allocated $12.8M2 per year for two years
to seed training and the purchase of programs for districts, beginning this year. Additionally, the
Connecticut State Department of Education (CSDE) is also using American Rescue Plan dollars
to fund The Science of Reading Masterclass3 to provide districts with professional learning and
coaching aligned to implementation.

Q: Were the state-approved early literacy programs also measured on the criterion of being
culturally responsive?

A: Yes. All programs selected went through a multi-step vetting process and were reviewed by a
diverse team of educators, nationally recognized reading scholars, and staff at the CSDE.
Included in their considerations were whether these programs met reviewers’ expectations on
culturally responsive content and presentation.4 They also were cross-checked against other
publicly available rating systems to determine their appropriateness. While no program is
"perfect," the advantage of this legislation is that superintendents can pick the right program for
their school districts from among seven worthy programs.

For more information, contact: Amy@edreformnow.org

About the Right to Read CT Coalition:
All students have a right to read, and there’s a right way to teach them. The
Right to Read CT coalition has been established to raise awareness and build
support for this critical agenda. To learn more about this work and our partners
please visit the website, https://www.righttoreadct.org.

4 CSDE (2022). "Guidelines for Open Review Period for Grades Pre-Kindergarten to Three Reading Curricula and/or
Programs." Retrieved at
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Academic-Office/Reading-Leadership-Implementation-Council/Connecticut-Open-
Review-Period-for-Reading-Programs-FINAL-0428221.pdf.

3 "Connecticut State Department of Education Launches Science of Reading Masterclass   " (CSDE Press Release June,
2022). Retrieved at
https://portal.ct.gov/SDE/Press-Room/Press-Releases/2022/PR-59---Science-of-Reading-Masterclass.

2   Public Act No. 21-2: Biennial Budget. Retrieved at
https://www.cga.ct.gov/2021/ACT/PA/PDF/2021PA-00002-R00SB-01202SS1-PA.PDF.
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